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Judgment Analysis

Powered by Lexis Library, Legal Citator is designed to analyse the precedential value of cases, reducing 
research that might otherwise take hours, to mere minutes.

We’ve taken the popular precedent-setting case of Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Munic-
ipality [2012] 2 All SA 262 (SCA) and used Legal Citator to delve into its analysis.

Want to save countless hours of research time? Here’s how:

Legal Citator offers a high-level analysis of the case in question, based a collection of algorithms that factor in 
court hierarchy, chronology and the complex relations between connected cases.

Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality [2012] 2 All SA 262 (SCA)
Judgment History: National: Divisional:
Parallel Citations: [2012] JOL 28621 (SCA); [2012] ZASCA 13 (SCA); 2012 (4)
                             SA 593 (SCA)

Judgment Details
Legal Citator provides you with the key judgment information for the case in question.

Subject Index
The Legal Citator Subject Index is developed from the key words for easy identification of the legal 
topics addressed in the case and for assessment of its usefulness to your matter at hand.

Pensions
• Municipal employees
• Payment of adjusted contribution by participating employer 



Judgment Treatment (Noter-up)
Legal Citator Signal Indicators are your ace in the hole. The current heading in the Legal Citator 
“Judgment Treatment” is better known as the Noter-up. This is a collection of cases which sets out 
whether the topic case is still relevant and “good law” and has not been reversed on appeal or criticized 
by subsequent cases. We’ve used coloured signals for quick and easy visual identification of the 
treatment of a case.

Positive
The later case has quoted the subject case or has stated the law in the subject case as good authority for its reasoning.

Judgment History
Legal Citator offers you a full history of the case in question so you don’t have to second guess its validity. 
Know with certainty if the case in question has been brought on appeal or review and to what end.

Practice and Procedure
• Pleadings
• Close of
• Litis contestatio
• Refers to close of pleadings, but when pleadings are re-opened by amendment, the initial situation of litis contestatio falls away and   
  is only restored once the issues have once more been defined in the pleadings

Statutes
• Interpretation
• Court’s approach

NOTER-UP:  Applied	 	 Approved	 Followed	 Affirmed
APPEAL HISTORY:		 Confirmed	on	appeal

Neutral
The later case has merely referenced the subject case, such as in a footnote. Or the later case has compared or discussed 
the facts, decision or quantum of the subject case. This signal is not used for appeal history.

NOTER-UP:  Referred	to	 Considered	 Discussed	 Compared

Cautionary
The later case has distinguished the subject case due to different facts or has otherwise found it not applicable in the later 
case. Caution and further research are required before you rely on the subject case.

NOTER-UP:  Distinguished
APPEAL HISTORY: Confirmed	in	part	and	reversed	in	part



Negative
The subject case was criticized or was not followed by the later case, such that it is not advisable to use the subject case as 
authority, unless careful research is done on the reason for the red signal.

NOTER-UP:  Doubted  Criticized Not followed
APPEAL HISTORY: Reversed on appeal

No analysis
Appearing as the National or Provincial indicator and meaning that the subject case has not yet been referenced by a later 
reported case.

Conflict
The subject case has been analysed in a contradictory way by different National Courts on the same day and the Citator 
cannot resolve this.

No appeal or review recorded
No appeal or review has been recorded or the case is not capable of being appealed or reviewed (for example, the
Constitutional Court).

Legal Citator displays and tracks all judgments that have treated the chosen judgment, sorted 
by division, and tells you just how many instances of each type of reference have occurred. The 
details with each case include the number of Judges in the majority and minority, enabling rapid 
assessment. What’s more is it gives you quick access to the cases in question by hyperlinking
directly to the Law Report Series on Lexis Library that has published it. With a mere tick or 
untick, you can filter the lists to see only selected colour treatments, substantially reducing 
research time.



View the full case analysis here:

View full case analysis

https://www.lexisnexis.co.za/lexislibrary


Judgment Cited by Court
Access to all the judgments that have been cited within the current judgment, also with colour signals 
referencing how these cases have been cited, e g applied, referred to, not followed or compared. If you need more 
information simply follow the hyperlinks directly to judgment cited.



Acts, Ordinances & By-Laws
Easy reference to the Acts, Ordinances & By-Laws referred to, if any apply.

Rules
Easy reference to the rules referred to if any apply.

No known Rules are referred to in this Judgment.



Regulations
Easy reference to the regulations referred to if any apply.



Reduce your research time from hours, to mere minutes

The only one of its kind in South Africa, Legal Citator is designed to analyse the precedential value of cases 
you’re researching to reduce your research time dramatically.  It canvasses five series of case law and has 
over 90 000 interlinked cases in constant, dynamic, analysis,  generating a Case Analysis report on each. 
Since the precedential value of judgments change – by using Legal Citator you ensure that the case you’ve 
chosen to use still matters.

Find out more

Learn more

https://www.lexisnexis.co.za/lexislibrary

